
  Siren:

• Running the siren wire from the alarm brain inside the car to the siren under the bonnet should be carefully 
  considered. Unlike an amplifier power wire, the siren wire is relatively small gauge, which makes using an existing
  hole through the bulkhead a good option.  
• The best method is to examine the bulkhead to locate an existing hole that the factory wiring is routed through. If 
  the grommet is large enough, you can share this opening with your alarm wires. 
• Most vehicles have plugs that cover existing holes in the bulkhead. You can drill through the plug to create a 
  grommet to pass the alarm wires through. 
• An alternate method, if an existing hole cannot be found, is to drill a hole in the bulkhead. Be certain not to drill 
  through any fluid lines or factory cables. Use a plastic grommet to protect the wires from being cut by the metal 
  edge of the drilled holes. 
• The siren must be mounted securely under the bonnet. 
• Mount it away from any heat sources or moving parts 
• Mount the siren where it cannot be seen or reached from below the vehicle 
• Point the siren down to avoid water collecting in it. 
• Protect and conceal wiring by wrapping it with split loom or vinyl tubing and routing it alongside factory wiring. 

Connecting The Siren:
For the standard two wire siren connect the ground wire of the siren to chassis ground and the +12V wire to the 
alarms (+) siren output. 
For the 4 wire battery backup siren connect the ground wire to chassis ground and the +12V wire to a permanent 
+12V source. Connect the sirens positive trigger input wire to the alarms (+) siren output. Insulate the sirens 
negative trigger wire as it is not required. 

Having Trouble Running Your Wire Through The Bulkhead?:
Most vehicles have rubber grommets that are large enough to feed your siren wire through, sometimes the use of 
a coat hanger helps. If the vehicle had an automatic transmission there is usually a spot reserved where the clutch 
cable would go through the bulkhead. This is usually an excellent spot to drill a hole. 
Avoid drilling a hole whenever possible. Some vehicles have wires, fuel lines, or brake lines that run inside the 
bulkhead, invisible from either side. 

Mount the siren
1. Choose a spot to mount the siren under the hood. Someplace high in the engine compartment, preferably at least
    18 inches from heat sources like exhaust manifolds, radiators and heater cores, is best. It’s best to aim the siren
    parallel to, or angled slightly toward, the ground — this will help prevent water from getting trapped in the siren. 
2. If you mount your siren to a metal surface, use sheet metal screws rather than drywall screws and be careful
    not to accidentally penetrate fuel lines. brake lines, vacuum lines, control cables or wire bundles. If you mount 
    your siren to a plastic inner fender, use nuts and bolts to secure it. 
3. Route the siren wires away from a thief’s reach and back toward the vehicle’s firewall. Most vehicles have a 
    predrilled hole in the firewall that you can use, but if not locate a good place to drill one. Once through, run the
    siren wires into the driving compartment. 

    
Mount the siren in your engine compartment and route the wire back through your firewall.


